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The Splash series has earned a reputation as a premier showcase of contemporary watercolor.

Year after year, artists and art enthusiasts look forward to its big, beautiful images, innovative

approaches and insightful commentary. Continuing the tradition, this 12th edition celebrates

artistic vision—delivering a stunning diversity of ideas, inspiration, and breathtaking art—in

short, everything fans of this series have come to expect, including the wonderfully

unexpected. Explore how artists seize upon moments of beauty and wonder, inject emotional

content and personal interpretation, and translate it all into brilliant standout

paintings.Impossibly red tomatoes picked fresh from the garden...A chance pose by an

impatient child model...The simple view through a weathered door...These are just a few of the

"sparks" behind the more than 120 striking paintings on these pages. Captions offer insight

from the artists themselves who share the approaches they use to bring their visions into

focus.The late Henry Fukuhara painted the scene on page 90 when he was 96 years old,

completely blind and bedridden, a profound testament to the power of an artist's vision. His

advice: "Don't be a reporter; be an entertainer." Page after page, Splash 12 offers up this kind

of hard-earned wisdom, personal epiphanies and artist-to-artist advice for making others stop,

look, and enjoy the view. Dive in, and see where 100 of today's brightest watercolor visionaries

have taken this celebrated medium.

About the AuthorRachel Rubin Wolf is the longtime editor of North Light's popular Splash book

series as well as Strokes of Genius. She has edited dozens of other art books and also writes

for Art Connoisseur Magazine.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.
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celebrating artistic visionSPLASH 12THE BEST OF WATERCOLORedited byRachel Rubin

Wolf

THE HENS ARE IN THE HEN HOUSE MICHAEL ALLEN MCGUIRETransparent watercolor on

140-lb. (300gsm) Arches, 22” × 30” (56cm × 76cm)This watercolor was done from a black-and-

white felt-pen drawing I created on site in rural Ohio. The actual drawing for this watercolor is

featured in North Light Books’ Strokes of Genius 2. I grew up around these charming farm

relics, working and playing within their cavernous walls, always in awe of their magnificence yet

wary of what could lurk in the dark and mysterious corners. When I happened upon this gem, I

was struck by how stately it stood atop this private hillside presenting such powerful

perspective. So with quick permission, I captured what has become one of my favorites of all

the barns I’ve been privileged to study. I continue to delight in sketching these vanishing

monarchs.

CONTENTSINTRODUCTIONNATUREWHEELS AND WHATSITSPEOPLETOWN AND

COUNTRYTHE ANIMAL WORLDSTILL LIFECONTRIBUTORSINDEX 

INTRODUCTIONThough we travel the world over to find the beautiful, we must carry it with us

or we find it not.Ralph Waldo EmersonIn this edition of Splash we are celebrating artistic vision

—that undefinable gift of the artist—the ability to make visual that which exists in the mind’s

eye, or perhaps only in the heart. Some inspiration comes from the beauty around us, yet each

artist still exercises the “beauty receptors” he or she carries within—each different, each

unique.Sandra Blair submitted a quote from Vincent van Gogh: “It is not the language of

painters but the language of nature which one should listen to. The feeling for the things

themselves, for reality, is more important than the feeling for pictures.”Then again, Nancy

Fortunato finds that she was inspired directly from the language of painters—in fact that of van

Gogh himself! Several others found vision in old family photographs, melding interesting

images with deep connections and emotions. Still-life artists find inspirational vision in placing

meaningful, or perhaps even humorous, objects together, thereby creating a small personal

cosmos and bringing it to life.Many artists exercise their vision in observing people and

expressing the emotion of a fleeting moment in a facial expression or a bodily gesture. Others

find their inspiration in the timeless moments of nature and in things that will far outlast our

lifetimes. But in all of these cases each artist carries within them the beauty that is just waiting

to be energized by an inspirational moment or idea.And, oh yes, we are reminded by Bev

Jozwiak that there is also some hard work involved. Having one’s “beauty receptors” in place is

the first step but, as Bev says, “To be able to fulfill your artistic vision, you must first put in the

hard work of learning to paint. Tenacity wins out over talent every time.”This is why we are

celebrating the vision of the artists in this book. They not only admired the beauty they saw or

imagined, they put in the time to learn how to translate it into paint and paper so that we can

share their vision. For that we are all richer. RIO DI SAN BARNABA (CA’ REZZONICO) |

JAMES TOOGOODWatercolor on paper, 14” × 11” (36cm × 28cm)The Ca’ Rezzonico, on the

left, is a splendid 17th century palazzo (palace) that faces the Grand Canal in the Dorsoduro

section of Venice. I took several liberties including giving the back wall of the palazzo more

color, and exaggerating atmospheric perspective to the far buildings. I made architectural

changes to the buildings on both sides of Rio di San Barnaba, and changed the patterns of

light so that shadows would climb up a portion of the wall on the left. Finally I used the work of



Jean Dubuffet as inspiration to simply make up abstract patterns of reflections in the water, all

to give the painting more visual interest.

1 | NATUREOne of the great epiphanies on the artistic road is the realization that we are

painting light, not things. If you can paint light, you can paint anything under the sun.Frank

LaLumia{art on previous spread}SNOW IN THE FOOTHILLS | FRANK LALUMIATransparent

watercolor on cold-pressed Arches, 22” × 30” (56cm × 76cm)Snow in the Foothills is our road

home, the foothills of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains just west of Trinidad, Colorado. Whether

we’re driving or walking through the hills with our dog Naya, it is a landscape to which I feel

deeply connected. I’ve painted it in all seasons, both plein air and in the studio. Drawing

inspiration from the world around us is a big part of being an artist. Your body of work is your

autobiography.AT THE CENTER | KATHY COLLINSWatercolor on paper, 22” × 30” (56cm ×

76cm)If in doubt, fade it out!Kathy CollinsBicycling by a river in early evening, I witnessed

shimmering light on the water contrasted with the dark wooded riverbanks. Pulling a

sketchbook from my backpack, I penned a quick line drawing. Just then, a motorboat rounded

the river’s curve, leaving a wake in the form of an arabesque—a perfect focus for the

composition! In the studio I splashed watercolor onto a full sheet of paper, trying to recreate my

impression of the dramatic value contrast, while retaining the softness of the fading light.Artistic

vision comes from seeing with your eyes and feeling with your heart.Donald W. PattersonDUSK

| DONALD W. PATTERSONTransparent watercolor with gouache on 300-lb. (640gsm) cold-

pressed Arches, 14¾” × 22” (37cm × 56cm)I first painted this location from a photo taken in

early winter. The gravel path you see was a snow-covered winding railroad track. The first

painting was competently executed but did not touch me emotionally. Months later I revisited

the same location and was captivated by the warm rosy glow as it filtered through the lacy tree

branches. However, the glistening tracks disrupted the quiet mood of evening. Replacing the

tracks with a more appealing gravel path was the perfect solution. I enhanced the sunset by

carefully inserting a few gouache highlights into the negative spaces between the

branches.Painting is a dance between controlled and anticipated marks, and random

surprises.Deena S. BallUP THE HILL | DEENA S. BALLTransparent watercolor and watercolor

pencils on Strathmore 500 Series plate bristol with a ground of acrylic gesso and gel, 15” ×

15” (38cm × 38cm)Emerging from the low dense valley, the ground rose and directly ahead

were stripes of blue, aqua and purple cabbages against the red earth. The lines of the

cabbages and earth pointed into the setting sun. Up the Hill is based on a sketch and

photograph of this experience. I added a textured base to bristol paper. When paint is applied

to the textured surface it runs into the gullies creating unanticipated pools of color. Once

painted, I find the contrast between the textured and smooth areas interesting and

beautiful.SERENITY | SY ELLENSTransparent watercolor on 300-lb. (640gsm) cold-pressed

paper, 20” × 28” (51cm × 71cm)There are many ways to view the world. We can use a

microscope and marvel at what a cell looks like. We can look at things at ground level, from

normal eye level, from the top of a high building, or from a hot air balloon or an airplane. Some

have even viewed the earth from a space station or the moon. After experiencing the land

close up, growing up on a farm, and later from a distance in a plane, I had the vision of

bringing the two together. While in my studio, using watercolor and working from memory, I

chose a view directly above my subject to create field patterns and textures that I knew so well

from my early experience.SUNCLUSTER | A. CHADDOCKWatercolor on 300-lb. (640gsm)

cold-pressed watercolor paper, 15” × 22” (38cm × 56cm)This subject required working with

very strong primary colors. I have found that lightening primaries often produces dull color. To



prevent this, I darken negative space so I can present the saturated primaries as my lights,

maintaining clean color. I often use very dark color that requires a long value scale. I placed

these tomatoes in very strong light to get their glow and very hard cast shadows. I brushed on

saturated color so I would not have to go back and layer. Charging the pigment onto the paper,

I could wash it out a bit to lighten without losing the character of the color.PURPLE-HEARTED

PEONIES | LAURA WILKTransparent watercolor on 140-lb. (300gsm) cold-pressed Arches, 21”

× 25” (53cm × 64cm)I used to paint on silk and loved to watch the vivid dyes flow and mingle

on the silk’s surface. Thirty years ago, I discovered that the same luminosity could be achieved

on paper with transparent watercolor. I am particularly enamored by the gorgeous colors and

graceful shapes of flowers. But their delicate beauty can be surprisingly hard to capture. Tree

peonies flaunt many-layered, pink-tinged outer petals that contrast dramatically with their

complex, deeply hued interiors. I work from photographs and life in my studio. Masking the

lighter details in the centers, I then go in with as many as thirty layers of transparent color to

achieve luminosity. The edges are then blended and softened, to help the viewer glide over the

neutral-tinged outer petals, alight on the golden stamens, admire the greenish carpeled crown,

then plunge into the purpled magenta depths.MOMENT OF REFLECTION XI | MARGUERITE

CHADWICK-JUNERTransparent watercolor on 140-lb. (300gsm) cold-pressed Arches, 15¾” ×

27” (40cm × 69cm)This is the “imagineering” of several photographs into one image. I love the

abstraction of objects in gently disturbed, almost still water, and have a file of photographs of

marsh grasses and vegetation taken in the fall. The orange and golden colors are the perfect

complement to the reflected blue sky. The boat is from a completely different setting. The high

horizon line focuses attention on the abstractions in the water while giving a frame of reference.

This was painted in a very straightforward manner with the exception of the use of masking

fluid on the marsh grasses.We all have a unique voice—a language that celebrates our artistic

vision.Diane FujimotoGOING FOR GRAPENESS | DIANE FUJIMOTOTransparent watercolor

on 140-lb. (300gsm) paper, 28” × 20½” (71cm × 52cm)This was a top-ten, picture-perfect day of

bike-riding with my husband through the vineyards of the Burgundy region of France. Our

camera caught the late afternoon sun on the bursting grapes; I couldn’t wait to get home and

paint them. My goal was to make the viewer want to reach out and pluck one of the grapes.

Glazing played an important role in capturing the various shades and the feeling of sunlight.

Iridescent watercolors helped create texture as well as depth of color.I shut my eyes in order to

see.Paul GauguinWATER FIREWORKS | TRISH MCKINNEYTransparent watercolor on Yupo,

26” × 39” (66cm × 99cm)Water and fire are opposing forces; the challenge was to harmonize

them. While walking with my artist friend down a quiet road in Charleston, South Carolina, a

vision of imaginary fireworks in the lush marsh grasses inspired me. We each took reference

photos of the area. It is exciting to see the vision of another artist! Yupo paper helped make the

water “wet” and I created the feeling of fire through the choice of color. This painting celebrates

my community of artists who inspire my vision.BACK TO THE SEA | SANDY

O’CONNORTransparent watercolor on 300-lb. (640gsm) cold-pressed Arches, 22½” ×

16” (57cm × 41cm)As the day dawned over Nantucket Sound, the gentle early morning tide

advanced and receded, again and again, leaving traces of delicately sculpted passages in the

golden sand. I found the cadence of millennia framed within my vision. Back in my studio, I

tried to communicate the same sensations of a blazing sun on my face and cool sand

underfoot. The light sparkling through the grass and off the sand and water was masked,

sandpapered and picked out to reveal the pure white of the paper.SEASONS 2 | RICHARD H.

DUTTONTransparent watercolor on 140-lb. (300gsm) cold-pressed Arches, 20” × 28” (51cm ×

71cm)The conceptualization of the seasons has existed in many art forms throughout history.



Seasons 2 is from a series of watercolors that represents my own fascination with the different

times of year. The painterly fluid strokes express the dynamic poetry of the seasons, while the

large brushwork and brilliant colors capture the energy and vibrancy of nature—in this case,

summer. Seeing the formal gardens and art of China, Europe and the U.S. has helped form my

artistic vision, as has spending the formative part of my life on a farm.Why watercolor? It is

transparent and sensitive, yet direct and bold; every brushstroke is improvised and

unpredictable—like jazz!Rached K. BohsaliSELF … PORTRAIT | RACHED K.

BOHSALITransparent watercolor on 100 percent Aquarelle (Perrigot) Arches, 30” × 42” (76cm

× 107cm)Masking the white areas helps me make speedy directional brushstrokes without

hesitation in the large areas of the background. This enhances the vibration of the sparkling

white gaps on the rough paper surface after removing the mask. The wet-into-wet does the rest

of the job. I compare myself to a cactus plant because the cactus widely opens its welcoming

hands, but the thorns in its palms defend against intruders. If you can get through it … its

prickly pears have a sweet taste. Moreover, its leaves are laid out chaotically, yet the

systematic pattern of the thorns is tidy and organized.THREE RIVER SERIES: THE ROGUE |

GEOFFREY MCCORMACKWatercolor on 300-lb. (640gm) cold-pressed Arches, 22” ×

30” (56cm × 76cm)While printing an archival copy of my earlier Greek Stones Speak series,

there were multiple printer errors resulting in the look of a rough triptych. I liked the accidental

output and pinned it to my studio wall. Several months later, I began thinking about a new

series. I liked the rocks, sticks, string and shallow space of the Greek paintings, and decided to

combine those aspects with the triptych format from the accidental prints on my wall.
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Barbara Davis, “Splash 12 The Best of Watercolor: Celebrating Artistic Vision. I bought Splash

12 because I had purchased the first 11 books before that. I love the Splash series. The Ted

Nuttall cover was a gem. Having recently studied with him it is great to have at least 4 of his

works featured in the book as well as some others I know such as John Salminen, Russell

Jewell and Linda Baker. Other paintings featured are recognizable from the watercolor

societies show catalogues. But many are unknown. This book is pretty traditional and then

Rachel Wolf threw in some innovative work like Fealing Lin, Naomi Campbell (not the model)

and wonderful Ken Goldman. Henry Fukuhara's painting inclusion was a bonus. He painted it

in his 90's while blind. If you like art, own this book. Great quality. And don't be like me and

just flip through looking at the paintings. It took a second or third time looking at this volume to

read the comments by the artists.”

terry westover, “nice inspiration. I enjoy this series - it features what the editors consider to be

outstanding water media works. i like looking at the wide variety of styles and treatments and

appreciate seeing the reproduced paintings in a fairly large format - not just a little 1/4 page in

a magazine. When the accompanying author notes include discussion of their technical

approach, I especially enjoy them. The painters' vision and influences, not so much. But I do

go back to each year's compendium multiple times, just to enjoy the art.”

mrs. vi, “Splash Collection. Book arrived on time in excelled Condition”

Starla, “Great Collection of Watercolor Paintings.. Splash! Great collection of some of the

highest quality watercolor artwork in the country! Great reference for me as a watercolorist, I

study this book regularly for inspiration and goal setting. Good coffee table book for quests to

peruse.”

perrymasonary, “Another Wonderful Inspiration. Just love the Splash series of books. Have

several in the series. The variety of styles using watercolor is inspiration to any artist.This

volume is no exception as it provides a wide variety of watercolor genre and techniques.”

Roxalot, “Jewel in the Splash Series. I love all the Splash watercolor books, This is Splash 12,

probably one of my favorite in the whole Splash series.”

M@Ni@, “Lovely book Splash 12. Great book of Rachel Rubin Wolf which beginer or advance

artist should have in their library.”

W. Clarissa, “Malen. Dieses Buch ist nur was für fortgeschrittene Maler oder für Leute, welche

Bilder betrachten wollen.Beschreibungen wie z.B. Farben oder ähnliches wird hier vergeblich

gesucht. Verschiedene Maler werden hier mit ihren Werken präsentiert.Die Aufmachung ist

großartig. Das Buch in englisch sehr informativ, wenn man sich mit der Malerei schon länger

beschäftigt hat.”

J.Kinkaid, “Interesting Choices. Excellent choice of subject matter and styles. A few of the

selections seemed very dark and I thought the reproduction was not good but after browsing

through the whole volume and seeing the excellent quality, I believe these are exactly as

painted...moody dark images. I enjoyed the book.”

The book by Rachel Rubin Wolf has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 39 people have provided feedback.
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